Abstract-In terms of the Shubin-Vonsovskii many electron s-d exchange model and Hubbard model, self consistent equations for the one particle retarded Green's function are derived in the representation of many electron Hubbard X operators using the method of decoupling of chains of equations of motion. An analysis is given of the general structure of single site approximations and of their relation to the coherent potential approximation (CPA) and the dynamic mean field theory (DMFT). Using the self consistent approximations, the evolution of the electron spectrum upon the variation of the bare parameters of the model (coupling constants, charge carrier concentrations) is investigated in detail. Effects of various factors (Kondo many electrons scattering, damping induced smearing, proper dynamics of the subsystem of local ized momenta) on the shape of the density of states N(E) with allowance for interaction are discussed. It is shown that the use of the locator representation makes it possible in some cases to avoid nonanalyticities in the approximate expressions for the Green's functions. This approach permits the reproduction (at certain values of the parameters) of the three peak structure of the DOS near the metal-insulator transition.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most important and interesting direc tions of the theoretical and experimental physics of the condensed matter that is actively developed in the last time is the study of many electron effects in com pounds of transition and rare earth elements with incompletely filled 3d, 4f, and 5f electron shells. This interest is explained by a great variety of physical phe nomena observed in these systems and by their practi cal importance. It is sufficient to mention the well known metal-insulator transition (Mott transition); formation of states with a large effective mass of charge carriers in heavy fermion systems, in which various phase transitions with the participation of supercon ducting, magnetically ordered, dielectric, and metallic phases occur; transitions between states with localized and delocalized magnetic momenta; the phenomenon of high temperature superconductivity (with some well known limitations); non phonon mechanisms of the formation of the superconducting state; valence fluctuations; giant magnetoresistance; anomalous electron properties and magnetism of Kondo lattices. As was found in the course of the subsequent develop ment of the theory, the single impurity Kondo effect plays a very important role in the correct understand ing and description of the Mott transitions.
A characteristic feature of these physical systems is a significant contribution of many electron effects to the observed properties, which is due to a strong Cou lomb interaction between the electrons of incom pletely filled internal shells at a site and by their inter action with the itinerant electrons of external shells. The magnitude of intraatomic Coulomb interaction in this case is comparable with or even greater than the width of the bare band (it is characterized by the mag nitude of the integral of overlap (hopping integral)). Such systems are usually called strongly correlated, or systems with strong interelectron interaction.
Beginning with the first attempts of a theoretical description of the metal-insulator transition under taken by Hubbard [1, 2] , who introduced many elec tron operators, the phenomena in strongly correlated systems are described using the entire spectrum of the oretical methods. Of widespread application are methods based on the approximation of decoupling of chains of equations of motion for Green's functions (GFs), the method of path integration (spin fluctua tion theories), various extensions of the theory of effective field, the method of auxiliary bosons and fer mions in the path integration over coherent states, nonstandard diagrammatic techniques, various meth ods of numerical simulation, etc.
The complexity of constructing a self consistent theoretical description of these systems in terms of model approaches is due to the fact that in such sys tems there occurs a rearrangement of the ground state caused by strong electron correlations; as a conse quence, at intermediate values of the interaction parameter (and it is precisely this case that is most interesting) there exist simultaneously two substan tially different types of elementary excitations: of Fermi liquid type and of Hubbard type (related to localized states). Both types of excitations are, as a rule, related to one and the same system of electron states and their consistent description in terms of a perturbation theory proves to be not only insufficient but also hardly feasible. Therefore, there is a necessity of constructing various interpolation schemes that are mutually supplementary to one another from the viewpoint of the correct description of properties.
The progress observed in the last two decades in the constructing of a common description of the entire region of parameters of model Hamiltonians of strongly correlated systems became possible due to a remarkable observation made by Volhardt and Metzner [3] . When studying the Hubbard model, they revealed that, in the limit of large spatial dimensional ities d or large lattice coordination numbers z and at an appropriate renormalization of the bare hopping inte grals, the law of conservation of the quasi momentum in the interaction vertices can be neglected, so that the entire physics of the problem is determined exclusively by the dynamics at a site. In this case, the solution of the problem reduces to finding the site dynamics in an external dynamic field of arbitrary type (containing both retarded and advanced components), which sub sequently is determined from some condition of self consistency. Generally speaking, the calculations of a one particle GF for such a problem formally is by no means simpler than finding it for the initial lattice problem, since from the viewpoint of the theory of perturbation of a weak coupling we should take into account the same total set of skeleton diagrams in the expansion of the self energy part of the one particle GF: although there is no dependence on the quasi momentum, the remaining temporary (energy) dependence of the diagrams is nontrivial.
It is this nonspecific feature of the model that was laid into the basis of the method of dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) developed by the authors of the review [4] , who reformulated the problem of an impu rity site in a field in the form of a problem of an impu rity interacting in a simple way with the thermostat of free fermions with a self consistent determination of its parameters. Depending on the representation employed for the external field, such a problem is reduced to solving a single impurity Anderson model (if a spectral representation for the field is used in the form of an integral sum) or, much more rarely, to the single impurity Wolff model [5] (if there is used a spectral representation for the field in the form of a continued fraction of the Jacobi-Chebyshev type) with self consistent determination of the parameters of the Hamiltonian of the models.
Such a reformulation-the reduction of a zero dimensional problem to an effective (quasi) one dimensional problem-makes it possible to apply to the investigations of strongly correlated systems and related models the entire spectrum of theoretical and computational methods developed for studying one dimensional systems (whose dynamic and thermody namic properties have been studied quite well to date), as well as to use the intuitive concepts and analogies developed for the understanding of the behavior of two and three dimensional models of strongly corre lated systems.
At the same time, the above mapping onto the one dimensional effective model is a convenient means rather than a principle moment when we concern the direct calculations of excitation spectra of a system and other properties. Indeed, the different methods of solving the effective impurity problem based on this or that variant of the numerical renormalization group or numerical diagonalization use a similar mapping, whereas the recently appeared continuous time quan tum Monte Carlo (CT QMC) method [6, 7] does not employ it. Of greater importance seems to be the allowance for the possible target ground state (e.g., antiferromagnetic) when constructing a zero dimen sional impurity model (or a family of models, in the general case) and determining conditions of self con sistency with respect to the effective dynamic field (fields). The target ground state is selected based on that circle of physical phenomena which should be described.
In the basic form, the scheme of the DMFT method can be described as follows.
• For a given Hamiltonian of the lattice model of a strongly correlated system with allowance for the possible spontaneous symmetry breakdown in the ground state, it is necessary to write down a corre sponding effective single impurity model (or a family of models) and a condition for self consistency with respect to the effective dynamic field (fields). Usually, such a condition relates the diagonal matrix element of the one particle GF of the initial lattice problem to the one particle GF of the impurity or directly to the dynamic field of the effective impurity problem.
• It is necessary to find the desired correlation functions of the effective single impurity problem for an arbitrary dynamic field. As a rule, a one particle GF is sought for, since it is precisely this function or some related quantity appears in typical equations used for finding effective dynamic field.
• The equations for a self consistent dynamic field and a set of correlation functions depending on this field form a closed set of equations, which should be solved.
In practice, the above general scheme is usually implemented numerically. To this end, it is necessary to know equations for finding the self consistent dynamic field and expressions for the correlation functions of the impurity model, in particular, for the one particle GF. As a rule, the equations for finding the self consistent dynamic field are known in the explicit form. Quite different is the case with the 552 THE PHYSICS OF METALS AND METALLOGRAPHY Vol. 113
No. 6 2012 knowledge of the exact explicit or implicit functional dependence for the one particle GF for a single impurity problem in an arbitrary dynamic field. The exact knowledge of such dependence is, rather, an exception than a rule; in the analytical form, this dependence can be established only approximately. A good alternative to the knowledge of the explicit or implicit dependence of the GF on field is the use of methods of direct numerical simulation of quantum systems, in which the necessary correlation functions are calculated directly for a given value of the dynamic field. Thus, the central moment of any practical imple mentation of a DMFT scheme is the development of an effective method of solving the impurity problem in an arbitrary external field (of a so called impurity solver) based on an exact or approximate numerical procedure of finding necessary correlation functions using some of the well known numerical methods such as exact diagonalization, numerical renormaliza tion group, Monte Carlo method, or on the basis of (correct from the viewpoint of the properties under consideration) an analytical approximation for the one particle GF of the impurity problem with its sub sequent numerical implementation. Taking into account the local character of the effective impurity problem, it is possible using, as an approximate solver, some local approximate solution for the one particle GF of the initial lattice model. This paper is devoted to the investigation of some approximations of this type [8] [9] [10] . For the case of the Shubin-Vonsovskii s-d exchange model and for the Hubbard model, we derive self consistent equations for the one particle GF in the representation of many electron operators using the method of decoupling of chains of equations of motion. We discuss the general structure of single site approximations in the many electron models under consideration with allowance for possible frozen substitutional disorder and their relation to the DMFT approximation, as well as to the coherent potential approximation (CPA) well known in the theory of disordered systems. Then, we consider in detail the evolution of the electron spectrum depending on the bare parameters of the model (cou pling constant, concentration of charge carriers) and discuss the effect of various factors (Kondo scattering, proper dynamics of the subsystem of localized momenta, damping) on the behavior of the density of states of the system.
HAMILTONIANS OF THE MODELS AND THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
FOR THE ONE PARTICLE GREEN'S FUNCTION In the many electron representation of generalized projection Hubbard operators [11] [12] [13] (1) , i X i i αβ = α β the one particle operator of the creation of an electron at a site i with a spin σ is written as follows:
In this representation, the Hamiltonian of the interac tion is diagonal and the Hubbard model has the form
where is the Fourier transform of the Hubbard operator; is the one particle dispersion relation; and U is the Coulomb repulsion at a site. For the ShubinVonsovskii s-d exchange model, the Hamiltonian in the many electron representation has a similar form:
where we introduced a many electron representation for one particle operators of creation and annihilation
Here, I is the constant of the s-d exchange interac tion, and S is the magnitude of the localized spin. Note that the structures of many electron representations for one electron operators of creation and annihila tion for the Hubbard model and for the s-d exchange model are analogous. In this case, the X operator (1) is written as where is the state without conduction electrons with the projection of the localized spin M, and is the singly occupied state with a total spin at the site S + α/2 and its projection m (which are retained at → α∞), and σ is the spin projection.
To calculate the one particle density of states, let us consider a retarded anticommutative GF
and for the density of one particle states (DOS), we have a standard expression (10)
For calculating , a chain of equations of motion is constructed (11) for partial GFs in the many electron representation (12) for the Hubbard model and
for the s-d exchange model, respectively. To obtain explicit expressions for the GFs, it is necessary to express the higher order GFs through lower order functions using some procedure of decoupling of the chain of equations of motion.
PROCEDURE OF DECOUPLING AND NON SELF CONSISTENT EXPRESSIONS FOR THE GREEN'S FUNCTION
To obtain equations for determining GF, the chain of equations of motion was written to second order fluctuations of the Bose fields (spin and charge) and then, after the use of the procedure of symmetrization (which is necessary here to explicitly take into account the particle-hole symmetry) and was decoupled in this order (which roughly corresponds to the first order in the expansion in terms of the reciprocal coordina tion number 1/z). Note that the thus obtained approximations for the GF are, generally speaking, nonlocal and do not determine the GF in a self con sistent way.
In the case of the half filling, the one particle GF in the Hubbard model can be written in the locator representation [8] ( 14) where is the reciprocal locator, which is indepen dent of quasi momentum in local approximations,
The GF in the Hubbard I approximation [1] is written as and the function here is the corresponding reciprocal locator.
Note that the Fermi functions = in the expressions for the reciprocal locator correspond to the allowance for Kondo type contributions (many electron scattering processes).
A number of similar equations can be obtained for the s-d exchange model in the quasi classical limit of S → ∞, IS → const [10] . The retarded one particle GF in the non self consistent case has the form (14), where we should substitute the reciprocal locator in the Hubbard I approximation: (17) and to assume that
where = is the total magnetic suscepti bility. Formulas (17) and (18) contain no contribu tions with Fermi functions, since in the quasi classical case they are formally small in terms of 1/S. However, they can be restored by increasing accuracy, which will lead to a structure analogous to that characteristic of the Hubbard model (HM) (15) and (16) .
For the HM with U = ∞, we obtain, using the anti permutation properties of the Fermi operators and denoting ε k = -t k , the Hamiltonian in the representa tion of X operators:
Then, we calculate the one particle GF in a many electron representation by solving the chain of equations of motion. The Hub bard I approximation yields (19) where is the reciprocal zero order locator; = is the energy spectrum in this approxima tion; = are the occupation numbers for holes and singly occupied states (α = 0, σ); is the transverse correlation function of spin opera tors;
is the longitudinal correlation function of spin fluctu ations; and (20) is the one particle distribution function, which is determined from the spectral representation. Upon the decoupling of the chain of equations of motion in the second order in fluctuations of X opera tors, the GF in the locator form is written as follows: (21) where
Analogous expressions can be obtained for the s-d exchange model. Here, we only give expressions for the locator of the one particle GF for a particular case of I → ±∞. Instead of the above introduced operators (7) and (8), we here have Then, the Hamiltonian takes on the form
The GF can be written as
The expression for the non self consistent locator has the same form as in the Hubbard model, but the
expressions for and are written as (cf. [9] ) (26) (27) where is the transverse correlation function of spin oper ators;
is the longitudinal correlation function of spin operators;
is the one particle distribution function Here, and are the operators of the total spin (including contributions of empty and singly occupied states (see [10] 
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The equation for the chemical potential Substituting these expressions into Hamiltonian (24), we obtain
We see that at the substitutions 
GENERAL STRUCTURE OF SINGLE SITE APPROXIMATIONS AND THE RELATION TO THE DMFT
Let us now establish the general structure of single site approximations for the models under consider ation. To establish (rather, to emphasize) the relation of the single site approximations to the CPA, we introduce into the Hamiltonians of the Hubbard model and of the s-d exchange model the one parti cle scattering potential which describes the disorder
where is the random variable at a site i with a certain distribution which simulates the diagonal frozen substitutional disorder.
The interelectron interaction in the Hubbard model and in the s-f exchange model is of local char acter, i.e., it is diagonal in the site representations. Let us designate this interaction as
Using the argu mentation of [14] , we can construct a system of self consistent equations for the retarded (Tyablikov's) or Matsubara Green's function in the single site approx imation for the self energy part. † 
where is the total self energy part. The single site approximation consists in the approximation of → by a site diagonal quantity. Then,
and Σ is found from the condition of the coincidence of the diagonal element of the GF with the diagonal element of the GF of the effective impurity problem at the impurity site. This effective impurity problem repre sents a problem of electron motion in a lattice in which at all the sites, except for the ith site, there acts a self consistent field Σ, whereas at the ith site there acts a many particle local scattering potential.
Below, we everywhere assume for simplicity that all the sites of the initial lattice are magnetically equiva lent; i.e., we consider only paramagnetic or ferromag netic state.
The set of equations for the GF in the single site approximation has the following structure. From (36), we obtain the following representations for G(z):
and for the effective impurity problem we have (38) Note that this equation can be interpreted as a Dyson equation for a 0 dimensional system, in which there is only one site, where there occurs motion of fermions with a free propagator and with a many particle local scattering potential. In turn, is defined by the equation
The value of the self energy part , which was so far assumed to be arbitrary, is now fixed by the condition of self consistency
Here, for simplicity, we omitted the dependence of the GFs on the spin indices, but explicitly indicated the possible dependence on the random variable ξ; i.e., we included the diagonal frozen substitutional disorder. In principle, we can perform similar considerations also for the case where the index i numbers equivalent clusters in the lattice, and to obtain a cluster generali zation of the scheme considered in [14] . The structure of the equations in this case is analogous to the above given, with a difference that the scalars are replaced by matrices where this is necessary. In these equations, is a one particle electron GF in the single site approximation in the spectral representation for the lattice problem in terms of the models under consideration; z denotes complex energy;
is the one particle electron Green's function for a site i in the lattice with a local model dependent interaction at this site and a field Σ(z) determined self consistently at all other lattice sites; and is the one particle electron Green's func tion at the site i of the system of electrons in a lattice, which interact with the (one particle) field Σ(z) acting at all lattice sites except for the site i. The quantity is the self energy part corresponding to the interaction at the site i in the lattice with a self consistent field at the other lattice sites; is determined only by the interaction and for the case of local many electron interaction and added diagonal substitutional frozen disorder has the follow ing general form:
where is the random scattering potential at the site i, and is a certain model dependent local single site functional g corresponding to the exact or, in prac tice, approximate solution to the single impurity problem without disorder and with an interaction at the ith site. Here, for simplicity, we omitted the explicit dependence of the functional on the GF of the subsystem of local magnetic moments for the case of the s-f exchange model. Note that the allow ance for this circumstance is insignificant for our argu mentation.
Note that if we "switch off" the many particle interaction in the system and retain only the disorder, then the above written set of equations along with the equation of self consistency will correspond to the well known (in the theory of disordered systems) sin gle site coherent potential approximation (CPA).
To establish relation to lattice approximations (which are considered in the following section), we note that for the initial lattice problem the exact or, which is more frequently occurs in practice, the approximate solution for the one particle electron GF is determined by the Dyson equation with a self energy part = where the is the functional determined only by the type of interaction in the corresponding lattice model. Let us write in the form
Here, is the local single site functional extracted from the total nonlocal functional
Thus, if we know the exact or an approximate expres sions for of the initial lattice problem with a local many electron interaction without disorder and extract the corresponding single site part, we can obtain a single site approximation for the one particle electron GF with allowance for the disorder and thereby obtain the electron spectrum for this case.
To demonstrate the relation of the above set of equations (37)-(41) to the modern DMFT approach, note that Eq. (38) is the Dyson equation for the effec tive action of the system of electrons at a single site in a self consistent effective field determined by the one particle electron Green's function and by the local many electron interaction which deter mines (see Eqs. (38), (41)). It is precisely such interaction that arises in the DMFT. Then, intro ducing a function that is reciprocal to the Hilbert transform,
and taking into account (37) and (40), we can rewrite Eq. (39) as
in which we can easily recognize the self consistency equation of the DMFT in the form in which it arises in this theory (we also explicitly wrote down the depen dence on the chemical potential). Thus, the initial set of equations of the single site approximation (37)-(41) is equivalent to the set of equations (38), (41), (43), and (44). The last set of equations is a set of self consistent equations of the DMFT; it is precisely in this form that it arises in this theory. This makes it possible to con sider the DMFT method as an extension of the CPA onto systems with many electron interaction or as a many particle CPA; in the absence of many electron interactions, the set of equations (38), (41), (43), and (44) represents a formulation of the CPA in the form of a DMFT approximation. The solution to the set of equations (37)-(41) (with a certain limitation imposed on ) is simultaneously a solution to the equivalent DMFT problem in the same approxi mation.
It is also clear from the above discussion that the lattice approximations for the total functional can be used, after the separation of the single site con tributions, as solvers for the effective zero dimen sional DMFT problem.
The set of equations (37)-(41) can be represented in the form typical of the CPA, i.e., through a single site T matrix. To this end, we should express By averaging over disorder and using (40), we obtain the condition of self consistency expressed through the T matrix:
In the absence of disorder, we have an evident solution = Thus, if is the functional of the dressed local GF, then the solution to the initial lattice model, the solution to the set of equations for the single site approximation and the solution to the effective DMFT problem coincide completely. There fore, the above consideration can be fruitful for the discussion of both ideal systems and for systems with a disorder. Moreover, for such a discussion of systems with a disorder, as is clear from the construction of the single site approximation, the local self consistent approximation for the lattice problem without disor der can be used.
SELF CONSISTENT EQUATIONS FOR THE GREEN'S FUNCTION
The non self consistent expressions in the above approximation of the GF in the Hubbard model and in the s-d exchange model have a number of disadvan tages (in particular, they do not correctly describe the metal-insulator transition).
In [10] , a number of self consistent approxima tions in the Hubbard model and in the quasi classical s-d exchange model of the CPA type (in particular, the Hubbard III decoupling), as well as some simpler models, have been considered and analyzed.
To obtain a self consistent approximation in terms of the GF (14) in the Hubbard model, we will replace the locators in the Hubbard I approximation by self consistent locators (cf. [8] ); i.e.,
For the s-d exchange model, three different schemes for obtaining self consistent equations for the GFs were applied.
The approximation (29)- (30) for the s-d exchange model has an unpleasant defect; the density of states has Van Hove type features at energies corre sponding to the edges of the band in the Hubbard I approximation [9, 15] . To avoid this shortage, we can self consistently renormalize the band width (51) in the expressions for the GFs (28) and for the distri bution functions entering into the expressions (26) and (27) (the first scheme of the achieving self consis tency). Owing to this procedure, the edges of the band in the resolvents coincide with the edges for the GF (25) . This approximation retains the quasi particle picture in contrast to the Hubbard III approximation and self consistent approximations considered below, which exhibit a strongly noncoherent behavior.
The second scheme of obtaining self consistency consists in the replacements of the integrands in the denominators of expressions (26) and (27) according to the rule [9] (52)
In the third (most consistent) scheme of the con structing of the self consistent approximation, the GFs (25) entering into the expressions (29) and (30) and corresponding to the Hubbard I approximation are replaced by the self consistent quantities (25); i.e., (53) this scheme coincides with the self consistency scheme (50) that was used for the Hubbard model.
Here, we, in order to obtain a local self consistent approximation, perform a replacement of the non self consistent locator by an exact locator in the obtained intermediate expressions (15) and (16) according to the scheme (50) and neglect the momentum dependence of the spin correlators. Then, the self consistent GF in the Hubbard model at finite U and half filling of the band will be written (cf. (15), (16) For the s-d exchange model, in the case of finite I we used the second scheme for achieving self consis tency (52), which was suggested in [10] . This variant of achieving self consistency leads to the following expressions for the quantity (see (18)):
Here, as in the case for the Hubbard model, to obtain a local approximation we neglected the dependence of the magnetic susceptibility on the quasi momentum. The use of the scheme of the Hubbard III type of achieving self consistency in the s-d exchange model yields the following result:
For the s-d exchange model with = upon numerical calculations of the density of states we used all three schemes used to achieve self consistency, i.e., (51), (52), and (53); however, here we will give formu las only for the third, most consistent scheme. Then, the expressions (29) and (30) in the neglect of the quasi momentum dependence of spin correlators take on the following form:
We do not give the explicit expressions for these functions in the case of the Hubbard model with U = since they can be obtained from the equivalency of the Hubbard model with U = and s-d exchange model with I = and S = 1/2 using the above discussed replacements (33).
A common feature of the approximations consid ered is their (quasi)local character in the sense that all they have the common structure of the reciprocal locator of the type = i.e., the reciprocal locator functionally depends only on the local GF.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The above considerations were demonstrated on the example of a semi elliptical bare density of states (Bethe lattice with an infinite coordination number). The calculations were also carried out for other model and realistic functions of the density of states [8, 9] with Van Hove features (which lead to an additional complication of the picture).
Metal-Insulator Transition
In the Hubbard model with a band half filling, there occurs a metal-insulator transition at U of the order of the bandwidth W. The corresponding critical magnitudes of the Coulomb repulsion are given in Table 1 .
The critical magnitudes in the self consistent approximation (54) change somewhat as compared to the results obtained in the Hubbard III approxima tion, which is seen in Table 1 . In contrast to the results of [17] , where the critical value decreases upon the allowance for fluctuations (for the Bethe lattice, = 0.67), the approach under consideration gives the opposite effect, which agrees with the results 
of calculations performed by the quantum Monte Carlo method at finite temperatures ( ≈ 1, see Table 2 ). An analytical expression for in the "linear ized" DMFT [16, 18, 19] yields greater values than those in the Hubbard III approximation,
where is the second moment of the bare density of states (cf. [8] ).
Comparing the results given in Table 2 , we can say that this approximation somewhat overestimates the critical value
The allowance for Fermi excitations (which was not made in [10] ) leads to a change in the behavior of the density of states, in particular, to the appearance of a peak in the center of the band (see Fig. 2 ). As com pared to the Hubbard III approximation, in the case under consideration, a pseudogap is noticeable near the metal-insulator transition at U < The same feature can be noted in the results of [17] . It is seen Fig. 1 that with the allowance for Fermi excita tions the metal-insulator transition arises even in the non self consistent approximation, although its description in this case is apparently incorrect.
The three peak structure of the density of states (see Fig. 1 ) takes place even at small U and becomes smeared with approaching the metal-insulator transi tion (the central peak becomes wider, and a pseudogap appears). The details of the behavior of the metalinsulator transition in our case differ from those observed in the case of the linearized DMFT, where the central quasi particle peak narrows gradually and disappears as U → -0. This difference appears to be due to the overestimation of the role of damping in our method. The consistent treatment of damping is a difficult problem. To avoid this difficulty, most calcu lations in the case of large d are carried out at finite temperatures. It is important to note that the different variants of calculations in terms of the linearized DMFT give slightly different pictures of the metalinsulator transition. Note also that the Monte Carlo calculations do not show a tendency to the formation c U of a narrow peak in the center of the band (see, e.g., [32] ).
s-d Exchange Model with |I| = ∞
The results of numerical calculations of the one particle density of states of a system in the non self consistent approximation are presented in Fig. 3 ; the results obtained with allowance for self consistent schemes (51) and (53) In the self consistent variants of calculations, the density of states becomes somewhat smoothed even in the absence of spin dynamics. Note that the transition to the limit of zero temperature makes no difficulties, in contrast to the limit of large d [4] . Note that in the DMFT (at the exact solution of the impurity problem) the single site dynamics is taken into account exactly. As is shown by calculations [4] , the damping in the DMFT is sufficiently small, so that the Kondo peak is smeared more weakly; this is seen especially well in the center of the band. Strictly speaking, our approximations are not consistently sin gle site, since the functional dependence of the recip rocal locator on the exact single site GF differs from that considered in Section 4.
The use of the above approximations leads to some difficulties, which are related to the appearance of an additional feature in the upper half plane (plane of complex energy) in the approximate expressions for the GF. In the non self consistent approximation, this is an additional pole, whereas in the self consistent case, this is a cut. Strictly speaking, because of this fea ture such an approximation cannot be considered to be "physical" approximation for the retarded GF. The appearance of this feature is the violation of the ana lytical properties for the retarded GF and can lead to various disturbances, in particular, in the conditions of normalization. The bend in the center of the band, which is seen in Fig. 5 , is related to the above dis cussed nonanaliticity. With increasing concentration of the charge carriers, the peak becomes smeared because of an increase in damping, which is large in our case; in addition, in the center of the band the contributions caused by the nonanaliticity start being noticeable. Thus, the peak is smeared even in the neglect of spin dynamics.
The analytical properties of the non self consis tent approximation for the GF for the positive and negative I are different. For I > 0, the false feature is in the upper half plane; for I < 0, in the lower half plane.
The normalization of the density of states is deter mined from the condition (65) It is seen from Table 3 that in the non self consis tent case the conditions of the normalization is vio lated only for I < 0. In the self consistent approxima tions (except for (51)), the violation of the normaliza tion is observed for both signs of I; however, in the approximation (53) the violation proves to be small.
It should be emphasized that the problem of the fulfillment of the Friedel sum rule is of common char acter and is typical of the majority of calculations which use the many electron Hubbard representa tions or related representations of auxiliary (slave) bosons and fermions, which include additional kine matic coupling conditions. This is mainly due to two reasons. First, the structure of the correction in the theory of the disturbance of strong coupling has the form , where in the leading order in 1/z or 1/d depends only on the energy (the same is the case in the local approximation). Since the band energy changes sign in the Brillouin zone, and since the imag inary part of generally speaking, is nonzero, the correction on the whole has no definite sign of the imaginary part; it is precisely this circumstance that leads to the appearance of a feature in the upper com plex half plane. In this case the approximation for the retarded GF does not satisfy the required conditions of the analyticity: here, the causality principle and the normalization are violated. In this case, the problems arising in achieving self consistency are complicated.
In particular, such difficulties should arise in the approximation of nonoverlapping diagrams for the Anderson model, where the expansion in terms of hybridization V k is constructed. Unfortunately, this problem is usually ignored, since the condition of nor malization is never in fact checked. Second, note that the decoupling of the chain of equations of motion in the general case leads to the violation of the so called kinematic relationships for the Hubbard X operators at a site. Such a violation is quite analogous to multiple (and, consequently, incorrect) allowance for scatter ing at the same site in the theory of disordered systems, which leads to the loss of causality and to incorrect analytical properties in some cases. The fulfillment of the kinematic relationships in different approximation is usually also not checked.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we considered a simple effective scheme of the decoupling of equations of motion for Green's functions in the many electron representa tion, which makes it possible to reproduce the non trivial structure of the spectrum in the case of band half filling in the Hubbard model and to take into account a feature in the one particle density of states caused by the Kondo effect also in the Shubin-Vons ovskii s-d exchange model. The approach considered gives good agreement with the results of approaches based on large space dimensionalities d and with the results of calculations with the use of the quantum Monte Carlo method. At the same time, these calcu lations can also be easily reproduced for the cases of two and three dimensional lattices and can be extended to the multiband case, which makes it possi ble to use such an approach for constructing a solver in the DMFT approach. On the whole, the method of many electron operators makes it possible to consider in a regular way the problem of the electron structure of systems with Hubbard repulsion and with s-d exchange interaction.
For the Hubbard model, we have analyzed the effect of Coulomb interaction on the evolution of the structure of the density of states. We constructed the densities of states at various parameters of Coulomb repulsion for a number of bare model densities of states. We have shown the possibility of describing the t k ( ), A E three peak structure of the spectrum, which is related to the formation of Kondo type states in the system under consideration, as well as the formation of a pseudogap state in the spectrum near the metal-insu lator transition upon an increase in the magnitude of the parameter of the Hubbard repulsion of electrons on a site.
One of specific features of our approach is a certain complexity of constructing the approach satisfying the sum rule and correctly taking into account the kine matic relationships for many electron operators. However, in a number of cases this problem can be avoided by using a locator representation for the one particle Green's function.
